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INTERIORS PROFILE

Nature and nurture
For interior designer Simone Suss, sustainability is at the heart of creativity

I

aspect of interior design. Most design decisions have sustainable alternatives, so we try
to include as many sustainable options as
possible in our edit for the clients to choose.
But the items also need to enhance the space
through how they function and look”.
When looking at spaces, Simone starts
with how much can be re-used or repurposed so that it still fits the space and looks
great.
Recently she refurbished a home office
into a home-school nursery space and
repainted the existing dark wood media unit
with a bright green eco-friendly paint and
changed the handles. The design feels bold,
fresh and sustainable.
Also recently completed is a project in
Hampstead that used sustainable paints
throughout, protected more than 70 trees
and offset several tonnes of carbon through
the procurement processes.
The finished room includes much of the
clients’ existing furniture in addition to
new, crafted pieces such as a kitchen table
made from recycled scrap wood. The space
is incredibly luxurious and unless someone
specifically asked, they would not be aware
that it was sustainable.
Suss was brought up in Hampstead Garden Suburb. She attended Channing School
and South Hampstead High School and later
studied international management and
American business studies at Manchester
University (including a year in America). She
did not enter the world of interior design

Top Children’s playroom
in Suss’s own home
Right Simone Suss
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t was after her own home was
featured in an interiors magazine
that Simone Suss began to create
Studio Suss, her interior design
business. Founded in 2013, it
specialises in sustainable design, using
natural materials whenever possible.
The design process begins with an indepth discussion with the client.
“Designs are totally bespoke to our clients,
so the more that they are happy to share, the
better,” Suss says. “We start with how they
live in each space we design, together with
how they want to feel in the space. Then,
once each space has a function, we overlay
the aesthetic design.
“We start with many questions about
their lifestyle; daily rituals, favourite places
and designs etc, so that each space includes
details that they love but might not be apparent to any visitors.
“We have a pragmatic approach to all
elements of the design and this includes
sustainability. Increasingly, clients are very
supportive if we can provide finishes and
products that are sustainable and meet the
high standards of quality and design that we
and they demand.
“We are always actively seeking new
designers, new products and new methods
with genuine sustainable credentials.
“Fortunately, many of the companies
interested in sustainability are keen to collaborate and are actively approaching us as
they know how passionate we are about this
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Left, far left, above left
and top right
Nursery space, eating
area, bathroom and hallway designed by Suss for
London clients
Above centre Living
room and bedroom
designed by Suss in her
own home.

immediately — her early career spanned
advising and working with blue chip brands;
projects she worked on included an interactive TV games channel and interactive gaming at Sky.
But during her maternity leave, Suss
began to search for somewhere to live and,
after looking at more than 100 houses, she
decided to retrain in interior design before
embarking on her own project of designing
and building a family home.
She afterwards went on to create interiors
for friends and family while raising her three
children.
The home she designed and built for her
own family is in Hampstead Garden Suburb.
Natural light was key so she added windows
and skylights wherever possible. The house
has a west-facing garden, which means the
family gets to enjoy beautiful sunsets from
the back of the house.
Natural materials were used throughout,
even though they can become damaged over
time, as Suss loves the way they age.
“My marble bathroom looks as on-trend
now as it did when I installed it years ago,”
she says, adding: “I always prefer sustainably sourced natural wood and stone on
surfaces”.
Sustainability has long been a priority for
Suss. When she built the house ten years ago
she incorporated features such as outside
electric car sockets and she recycles rainwater to flush the toilets and supply the irrigation system.
She has also recently changed the lighting system to LED, making it more energyefficient.

The centre of
our house is the
kitchen’
On the day of our interview, two of
Simone’s children have just tested positive
for Covid-19, so she’s about to use her welldesigned kitchen to prepare a massive pan
of chicken soup.
It’s a busy, sociable household, so comfortable, robust seating around the table
is a given. There will usually be at least one
other family joining them on a Friday night
— whether eating in the kitchen or dining
room — so it was essential to have super comfortable dining chairs, which are washable,
so when things get spilt, it doesn’t matter.
“I love to entertain,” says Suss “and the centre of our house is the kitchen, which sometimes doubles up as my home office (even
though I have one downstairs) as it has the
best natural light.
“I always advise my clients who like to
entertain to incorporate two dishwashers,
less from a kosher point of view but more
for practical ‘busy mum’ purposes. It makes
prepping Friday night dinner much easier.
“My kitchen has two ovens and a large
hob which are all great when entertaining, I
spent a very long time designing my kitchen
and am still delighted with how it works”.
The dining room seats 14 but has been

known to accommodate more than 30 diners for really big celebrations and High
Holydays, with the addition of some trestle
tables. “We celebrated my son’s barmitzvah
in May 2021 when it was rule of 30, so we had
a variety of parties in our garden,” says Suss.
“It was so lovely to host this happy event
from home and made it even more
memorable”.

About Simone…

Simone is an alumna of the University of
Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership and was a long-standing member of
the British Fashion Council Fashion Trust
and patron of the Royal Academy of Arts.
She also sits on the professional practice
committee of the BIID, Climate Change
Committee of the Construction Industry
Council and is a founding signatory of Interior Design Declares, collaborating with
colleagues to set the interior design industry’s sustainability agenda and long-term
strategy.

About Studio Suss…

Studio Suss has been recognised as one of
the world’s top 100 interior designers in the
Andrew Martin interior design review. It
works with clients who “share its vision of
contemporary, timeless and sustainable interiors, using natural materials wherever possible and employing cutting-edge industry
practices”. Projects range from new-build private residences for high-net-worth individuals across the world to commercial developments and branded office and retail spaces
for companies.
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